
Get InSight, the advanced revenue management tool, which enables municipalities to unlock unknown revenue and improve their 
credit rating.

THE POWER TO KNOW AND DO MORE

The financial sustainability and good governance of local government are platformed from an accurate property database. 

InSight is the revenue management tool from METGOVIS that improves the accuracy of spatial data within municipalities. InSight 
allows you to use Geographical Information Systems (GIS) to your advantage by providing spatial reference for mapping, debtor 
analysis and service coverage.   As user services and property rates are connected to a property,  an accurate property data is 
essential for effective revenue management.

Better revenue management is the key to a better future for all.



ACCURATE. INTEGRATED.  AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

Aligning the various property data sets (billing, ownership,  GIS,  
general plan, zoning, roll data, etc.) within a spatial property 
register makes it easier to identify,  investigate and correct 
discrepancies.

InSight will address the synchronisation between billing and 
the valuation data ensuring complete and accurate billing.

BACK TO BASICS WITH INSIGHT

•   Accurately identify discrepancies in billing through  
   comparative data analysis.
•  Use business intelligence to tap into ‘unknown’ revenue 
   which can be added to the municipal fiscus. 
•  Use spatial reporting to accurately and effectively map   
   debtor analysis and service coverage.
•  Initiate targeted service delivery verification.
•  Improve the municipality’s credit ratings.
•  Implement long term strategies that positively impact on the 
   municipality’s revenue as a whole.

InSight is the recommended toolkit for developing key strategies 
and opportunities for revenue generation through effective 
use of the municipal real estate portfolios. An extension to 
InSight is the application of treasury risk modelling to impact 
positively on a municipality’s credit rating. This, in turn, may be 
used to leverage loans and raise project finance for improved 
service delivery to communities.

InSight uses a back to basics approach: maintain data integrity 
to ensure an accurate property register and employ the GIS 
advantage to inform a strategic revenue management system.
It’s that simple!

For the optimal revenue management solution 
for your municipality, contact METGOVIS at 
www.metgovis.co.za or call 033 343 2868.

THREE SIMPLE STEPS

InSight uses a three phase process to enhance revenue 
management by identifying whether the municipality’s billing 
is correct and complete. InSight will unlock ‘unknown’ sources 
of revenue.

1   Generate diagnostic reports based on data discrepancies 
     identified in GIS, the consolidated roll and billing or other  
     financial files.
2    Using this business intelligence, clean up the relevant data 
      sets to rectify billing leading to increased revenue 
      collection.
3     Verify actual service coverage through physical inspection 
      and real time data capture.

Using the spatial layers to quickly establish the facts, and 
identify discrepancies, provides the necessary insight which is 
the basis of informed and intelligent decision making.

GET THE INSIGHT SOLUTION

METGOVIS is dedicated to empowering clients through 
training programmes that provide effective capacity-building 
and skills transfer within municipalities. 


